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individual income taxes by around $680 billion over ten
years, trim small business taxes by just under $400 billion,
and reduce corporate taxes by roughly the same amount
(including the offsetting tax on currently untaxed foreign
profits). All of this, combined with immediate capital
expensing at the corporate level should bring forward
investment spending. Additionally, cash rich corporations
are expected to embark on another round of stock
buybacks and dividend increases.
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Data on economic growth are incredibly strong. US
manufacturing as measured by the Institute for Supply
Management (ISM) expanded in December at the fastest
pace in three months, as gains in orders and production
capped the strongest year for factories since 2004. The
latest gain extends a string of strong readings that has been
fueled by more domestic business investment, improving
global economies and steady spending by American
households.
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Data within the ISM manufacturing report show:

*Bloomberg Barclays; Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

Global stock markets celebrated solid earnings growth and
the passage of US tax cuts heading into year-end with the
fourth quarter of 2017 continuing to produce records in
many equity markets. Also of note for 2017:
•
•
•

Fourth Quarter, 2017

•
•

The S&P 500 Total Return Index rose every month
for the first time on record.
The S&P 500 Price Index has gone 282 trading days
without a 3% correction – the longest run on record.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average hit 71 record
highs, eclipsing old record of 69 in 1995.

•

The overall factory index climbed to 59.7 from 58.2 a
month earlier (readings above 50 indicate expansion).
The gauge of new orders advanced to 69.4, the highest
in nearly 14 years, from 64 while inventories have
been below 50 (the expansion/contraction level) since
October, 2017 indicating a growing order backlog.
The measure of production increased to 65.8, the
strongest since May, 2010 up from 63.9 the prior
month.

As shown in Chart 1 below, manufacturing has a strong
history of leading economic growth (GDP), which in turn
has tended to lead core inflation (Core CPI).

There were, however, exceptions to this narrative. For
example, low stock and bond market volatility was
overshadowed by cryptocurrency volatility that has few
historical comparisons. Trump trade beneficiaries which
we have discussed over the last year or so underperformed
in 2017 even as the president signed a historical tax bill.
Despite oil’s gains (+12.47%), the S&P 500 Energy sector
declined in 2017 (-4.06%). And low correlations among
individual stocks came despite a surge in index fund
inflows (mostly ETFs) that, in theory, should have kept
correlations elevated.

Chart 1: Manufacturing (ISM), GDP & Core CPI

Why would anyone not be bullish on equities as we enter
2018? The three pillars of the global bull market –
economic growth, corporate earnings and liquidity –
remain solid. And while the actual boost to growth from
the recently passed tax legislation is unknown, it will cut

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP
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The story is similar throughout much of the world. The
global manufacturing PMI climbed 0.4 points to 54.5 in
December, indicating the fastest growth since February
2011. It was the sixth straight monthly gain in the index,
which has been in expansion territory for almost two
years. Although the PMI is well above its long-term
average of 51.5, prior expansion cycles have usually seen
the index peak at around 57, indicating that there’s still
room for additional upside in this cycle.

•

The indices are mean-reverting over time (i.e. they
oscillate around zero).

Chart 2: US Economic Surprise Indices

Growth remains broad based. The share of the world’s
PMIs in expansion territory is a very high 90%. The
highest PMIs in the world are in developed Europe, led by
Austria, Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, and
Sweden, which all reported indexes above 60. The
Eurozone’s PMI jumped to 60.6, its highest level since
records began in 1997. Every country in the zone saw
expanding activity for the eighth straight month, the
longest winning streak in 15 years.

Source: Bloomberg; green horizontal line illustrates presidential election

From a liquidity perspective, the European Central Bank,
the Bank of Japan and the People’s Bank of China
continue to pump far more liquidity into the global
economy than is being removed by the contraction of the
Fed’s balance sheet.

Chart 3: S&P 500 Quarterly Year-Over-Year Earnings
Growth vs. Analysts’ Consensus Estimate

As we noted in last quarter’s letter after highlighting the
strength of the global economy: “These ‘goldilocks’
conditions should remain in place over the next 12 or so
months.” So, why not be full-stop bullish on risk assets as
we enter 2018?
One answer is that, time and again, stability breeds
complacency – and complacency usually ends badly.
That's all the more so when volatility is at record lows and
there are potential risks to many of the drivers of last year's
rally in just about everything.

Source: FactSet

Financial markets respond to “surprises” – the difference
between investors’ expectations and actual data when it’s
reported. This is true at the individual stock level most
notably when companies report earnings, sales, margins,
etc. It is also true at the broad economic level.

Chart 4: Bloomberg Surprise Index & S&P 500 6Month Rate-of-Change

Chart 2 illustrates two indices that measure economic
surprises, the Bloomberg ECO US Surprise Index and the
Citi US Economic Surprise Index. Both indices measure
data surprises relative to market expectations. A positive
reading means that data releases have been stronger than
expected and a negative reading means that data releases
have been worse than expected. Broad categories of data
include the housing and real estate sector, the industrial
sector, the labor market, the household sector, the retail
and wholesale sectors, and surveys and business cycle
indicators.
Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

As the chart illustrates:
•

The box highlighted in green on Chart 2 is the period
covered in Chart 3. This chart illustrates year-over-year
earnings growth for the S&P 500 on a quarterly basis along

Both surprise indices are at historically high levels
from which they have retreated in the past.
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with analysts’ consensus estimates for the same period
prior to the release of the data.

Chart 6: Individual Investor Bullishness at 7-Yr. High

Chart 4 illustrates the correlation between the Bloomberg
surprise index and the 6-month rate-of-change of the S&P
500.
It is natural for strong data to fuel expectations for strong
growth in the future. As this process unfolds, it becomes
increasingly difficult for actual results to continue
exceeding ever increasing expectations. Assuming the
cyclicality and mean-reverting nature of the surprise
indices continues over time, there is a growing likelihood
that economic surprises will evolve from being strongly
positive to the opposite.
At the corporate earnings level, consensus estimates for
earnings growth look increasingly optimistic (Chart 3: next
three quarters and Chart 5: next two years). While actual
reported earnings have exceeded estimates compiled by
FactSet since the second quarter, 2014, strong year-overyear comparisons become increasingly difficult as the
earnings bar continues to rise.

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

The most common measure is the Chicago Board Options
Exchange Volatility Index known as the VIX Index. The
Index measures the market’s view of expected future
volatility. Conceptually, it can be thought of as the price of
buying protection against a decline in the S&P 500. Since
1990, the median value of the VIX has been 17.3. It is
currently trading around 9.

Chart 5: S&P 500 Trailing Earnings Per Share (solid
line) & Forward Estimates (dashed line)

The implication is that market participants are so confident
that volatility will stay low that they’re willing to sell
protection against a decline in stocks at very low rates.
This is similar to an insurance company reducing
premiums on hurricane insurance to unsustainable low
levels because an insurable event hasn’t occurred for a
longer than normal time frame.
While low VIX readings are another indicator of increased
complacency, a larger issue is that betting on volatility
remaining depressed has become an investment strategy at
the institutional level. Basically, these investors are selling
VIX options (protection against a decline in the market) on
a leveraged basis in order to collect the premium. Implied
volatility (as measured by the VIX Index) is another meanreverting series. However, it can remain at low levels for
extended periods, especially when global growth is robust
and synchronized. Ironically, many VIX trading models
encourage additional selling as volatility declines, such
that lower volatility enters a self-reinforcing feedback
loop. The danger is that this virtuous circle turns vicious
when volatility returns with leveraged low-volatility trades
going deeply into the red causing market-wide stress.

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

Investor sentiment is also at levels that have been red flags
in the past, with the proportion of bullish participants in
the latest weekly survey by the American Association of
Individual Investors climbing to its highest level since
December 2010, and the percentage of bearish ones having
dropped to a three-year low (Chart 6). These gauges are
often contrary in nature with a high reading on the bull
index and low reading on bearish index showing
complacency and a low reading on the bullish index (high
reading on the bearish index) indicating investor fear. The
last time bullishness rose to current levels, the S&P 500
Index peaked four months later, before plunging as much
as 19 percent.

In the absence of a “black swan” event1, we believe the
“surprise” with the highest potential to disrupt our current
low volatility, high return global financial markets is
stronger than expected inflation readings. As we outlined
in last quarter’s letter, we believe inflation is in the process
of starting to move higher in most major economies.

More concerning than elevated bullish investor sentiment
as measured by investor surveys are the signals being sent
by financial instruments that reflect investors’ views about
expected future volatility.

1
From wikipedia.org: unexpected events of large magnitude and
consequence
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On the macro front, many appear to believe that the
structure of the advanced economies has changed in a
fundamental and permanent way with regard to inflation.
Deflationary forces, such as Uber, Amazon, artificial
intelligence, robotics, etc. are so strong that inflation
cannot rise even if labor becomes very scarce. We
disagree.

market’s belief in a “Fed Put”) and thereby trigger an
unwinding of the low-volatility investment strategies.
Chart 9: Market Based Inflation Expectations

While the Fed has made no progress in returning inflation
to its target since the Committee started the current
tightening cycle (increasing short-term interest rates), it is
not unusual for inflation to respond to a tight labor market
(Chart 7) with an extended lag, especially at the end of
extremely long expansion phases. However, many leading
inflation indicators point to higher inflation readings to
come (Charts 1, 8, 9 and 10).
Chart 7: Unemployment Rate and CBO Natural Rate
of Unemployment (Recessions Highlighted in Red)

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

Chart 10: ISM Prices Paid, Producer Price Index (8
mo. lag) & Core Consumer Price Inflation (23 mo. lag)

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

Chart 8: NY Fed’s Underlying Inflation Indicator

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

Higher inflation readings would be expected to cause a
selloff at the long-term bonds. This would send a chill
through the markets because it would suggest that central
banks might have fallen behind the monetary policy curve
and have to raise rates at a pace greater than what the
market expects (an upside-surprise in both short-term and
long-term interest rates).
A stock market correction due to negative surprises could
be quite painful to the extent that the VIX overshoots to the
upside as the large volume of low-volatility trades are
unwound. A 10% equity correction in the US this year
would not be a surprise given the late stage of the bull
market and current market positioning.

Source: newyorkfed.org

The bottom line is that we are sticking with the view that
inflation will grind higher in the coming months, allowing
the Federal Open Market Committee to deliver the three
rate hikes implied by the Fed’s Summary Economic
Projections for 2018. A clear uptrend in inflation would
shake investors’ confidence in the Fed’s ability to ease in
the event of a significant market set-back (known as the

Globally, there is also a strong inflationary signal from the
most recent slew of euro-area PMI reports where
manufacturers are boosting hiring in an effort to keep pace
with order growth. This bodes well for sustained price
gains, which have been the "missing element" amid
otherwise strong data, according to Markit Chief Business
Economist Chris Williamson. He adds: "The near record
4

incidences of supply chain delays seen towards the end of
2017 indicate that pricing power is shifting from the buyer
to the seller, suggesting upward price pressures are
gradually returning."

them and instead focus on a broad financial analysis of the
subject. For those interested in learning more about bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies, http://lopp.net/bitcoin.html is a
great resource.

Summing it up, we’re keeping a close eye not only on
inflation, but on its leading indicators, most of which are
signaling gains ahead. Looking at the recent data from
manufacturing PMIs around the world, it's easy to believe
the goldilocks scenario of inflation-less growth will come
to an end in 2018.

Globally, there is about $6 trillion in government backed
currency outstanding. According to CoinMarketCap.com,
as of January 5, 2018, there were 1,384 cryptocurrencies in
existence with a total market value of $769 billion (up
from a total value as of June 30, 2017 of $101 billion!).
Bitcoin represents 36% of the total cryptocurrency market
(down from 88% one year ago – see orange line on Chart
13). The value of the top five cryptocurrencies was $564
billion (73% of the total) and there were 40
cryptocurrencies with a market value in excess of $1
billion. Comparing cryptocurrency growth to the 5.5% 12month rate of growth of government backed currency in
circulation (as of September 15, 2017) really is, again,
mind-boggling.

We’re also wary of the elevated levels not only of the
financial markets, but of the various surprise indices,
corporate earnings expectations and measures of investor
sentiment – especially market based pricing of implied
volatility. While we don’t expect a bear market in stocks
which would most likely be the result of a recession over
the next year or so, this market is “priced for perfection”
and could easily experience a meaningful correction –
something we haven’t experienced for a very long time
(Chart 11).

Cryptocurrency markets are almost 100% unregulated.
However, it’s hard to imagine governments not getting
involved.

Chart 11: S&P 500 Total Return Index
First, cryptocurrencies pose a real threat to government
revenues. When the US Treasury issues a $100 bill, it
gains the ability to buy $100 of goods and services with it.
The government’s cost is whatever it pays to print the bill,
which is next to nothing. This so-called “seigniorage
revenue” is set to reach $100 billion this year.
Why would the US or any other country that issues its own
currency want to part with this revenue? The answer is that
it wouldn’t.
Instead, governments are likely to introduce their own
competitors to bitcoin. The blockchain technology on
which bitcoin is built is ingenious but completely within
the public domain. Central banks are already thinking
about how to issue their own virtual currencies. The
creation of such parallel electronic currencies would allow
people to send funds to one another and purchase goods
and services without the need for an intermediary.
These government-sponsored virtual currencies are
unlikely to offer the full anonymity of bitcoin, but for most
people, that may not be such a bad thing since private
virtual currencies suffer from numerous deficiencies which
expose their users to fraud.

Source: Bloomberg Finance LP

Bitcoin
Finally, turning to the subject of cryptocurrencies – bitcoin
in particular. Since bitcoin, the original blockchain based
cyber currency appeared a few years ago, interest in it and
the increasing array of similar cyber currencies has
increased steadily as mind-boggling returns have caught
the public’s attention. Bitcoin itself is increasingly
headline news (where it’s either a revolution or a worthless
bubble), which no doubt feeds the speculative frenzy. The
incredible surge in the price of the cryptocurrency dwarfs
previous asset price bubbles by a wide margin (Chart 12).
As is usually the case with an asset bubble (which this may
or may not be), supporters argue that “this time is
different.” For now, we remain skeptical of unregulated
cyber currencies.

Along these lines, Russian President Vladimir Putin has
commissioned work on establishing a crypto-ruble, the
Financial Times reports. And according to Bloomberg, the
Bank of England may set up a sterling-based
cryptocurrency.

We are not experts on cryptocurrencies. Therefore, we will
avoid addressing many of the technicalities surrounding
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Second, cryptocurrencies almost seem like a solution in
search of a problem. People can already transfer money
fairly easily when it is legal to do so. If the main practical
advantage of cryptocurrencies is to overcome capital
controls and empower criminals and hackers, it is hard to
see how this does not
Chart 12
lead to a government
crackdown.

demand. The design flaw means it won't be the winner in
the cryptocurrency war.
2. The energy consumption needed to mine2 bitcoin is
wasteful.
3. Security is
weak and it can
get worse with
quantum
computing.

For the time being, the
macro impact of virtual
currencies has been
constrained by the fact
that most people are
buying them as a store of
value rather than as a
medium of exchange. It
is no coincidence that up
until recently, a
disproportionately large
amount of demand for
virtual currencies has
come out of China, an
economy that suffers
from a glut of savings
Source: BCA Research
and a shortage of safe
investable assets. In addition to squirrelling away their
wealth in overpriced condos, the Chinese are now
snapping up bitcoins.

4. The rise of
bitcoin facilitates
illegal activities
and redistributes
wealth from the
formal economy
to the shadow
economy. It's
only a matter of
time before
governments step
in.
Assuming
bitcoin trading
volume in a specific country is in line with the actual
cryptocurrency holdings in the country, Willer calculates
were the “bubble” to burst, the potential negative wealth
destruction will be most felt in Russia, New Zealand,
Nigeria and Ukraine.

Chart 13: Percentage of Total Market Capitalization

The problem with characterizing bitcoin as being in a
bubble is that we cannot define an asset bubble simply
from the behavior of its price. We need to assess its
fundamental value, and the extent of deviation above this
value.
As Bitcoin has developed into a fledgling form of money,
one potential broad valuation framework is the quantity
theory of money. This theory states that the money supply
times its velocity of circulation equals nominal GDP.
Given that the supply of bitcoin will not exceed an upper
limit of 21 million coins, we can say that the bitcoin
money supply (in dollars) is its price times 21 million. We
can then use the quantity theory:

Source: CoinMarketCap.com

Bitcoin price times 21 million times bitcoin’s
velocity of circulation equals the amount of world
GDP carried out in bitcoin.

As prices for many cryptocurrencies have gone vertical,
many commentators are screaming “bubble!” and by most
peoples’ standards, it certainly looks that way.

If we further assume that bitcoin’s velocity is similar to
that of the stock of broad fiat money, 1.5, then we get the
following:

Dirk Willer, head emerging markets fixed-income
strategist at Citigroup, published a research note making
the case why bitcoin is a bubble (source: Bloomberg):
1. Bitcoin is too volatile to be a means of transaction. The
problem is structural due to its fixed supply and volatile

2

Bitcoin mining is the process by which transactions are verified and
added to the public ledger, known as the block chain, and also the means
through which new bitcoin are released.
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bitcoin price = amount of world GDP carried out
in bitcoin divided by 30 million

Chart 14: Market Share of Bitcoin Exchanges,
By Trading Volume

So if the market was discounting that $0.5 trillion of world
GDP would be carried out in bitcoin, then its price should
be $16,700.
Given the purported nefarious uses of cryptocurrencies at
this point in time, and an estimated size of the world’s
shadow economy at around $16 trillion, an assumption of
$0.5 trillion of bitcoin use in the world economy does not
seem excessive. On the other hand, nefarious use might
make bitcoin’s velocity of circulation a lot higher than
conventional money which would pull bitcoin’s fair price
much lower.
Again, the above assumptions are broad-brush and open to
challenge. Nevertheless, despite the many caveats, this
framework is probably at least somewhat valid for valuing
a cryptocurrency once it gains acceptance as a form of
money.

Source: BCA Research and Bitcoinity
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The views expressed are those of Access Financial Services, Inc., and should not be
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herein. Due to volatility within the markets mentioned, opinions are subject to
change without notice.

Despite all the buzz, only 2 percent of Americans have
dabbled in cryptocurrencies, according to a Blockchain
Capital survey. Other estimates say only 3.3 million
people own bitcoin globally. These are largely individuals.
Penetration is closer to zero among institutional investors.
That’s beginning to change, and it will likely be one of the
main drivers of bitcoin’s price in 2018.

Information throughout this letter is obtained from sources which we believe to be
reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or accuracy of this
information. Nothing on this publication should be interpreted to state or imply that
past results are an indication of future performance. Neither we nor our information
providers shall be liable for any errors or inaccuracies, regardless of cause, or the
lack of timeliness of, or for any delay or interruption in the transmission thereof to
the user. There are no warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy,
completeness, or results obtained from any information written in this letter.

The recent launch of bitcoin futures (securities whose
price is derived from the price of bitcoin and therefore
don’t rely on owning actual bitcoin) on two major US
exchanges allows institutional investors to gain exposure
without the counterparty risk (risk arising from the
possibility that the counterparty to a transaction is unable
to perform/deliver) of startup cryptocurrency exchanges or
digital wallets. Futures add depth to the market, and should
improve price discovery and reduce volatility in the actual
bitcoin market. A maturing bitcoin derivatives (futures and
options) market also means it is more likely the SEC will
approve bitcoin investment products such as exchange
traded funds. There are currently about 20 different funds
waiting for approval.

Investing is subject to risks including loss of principal invested. Past performance
does not guarantee future results.

Another sign Wall Street is ready to dive into
cryptocurrencies is Goldman Sachs’s plans to open a
trading desk to make markets in digital assets. In more
practical terms, it means Goldman will be providing
liquidity in a market that currently suffers from crashing
exchanges, slow transaction times and fears of hackers.
Incumbent exchanges (Chart 14) are working to fix those
issues, but it wouldn’t be surprising to see Wall Street step
in and disrupt the disruptors, at least when it comes to
market infrastructure. Once the investment experience
becomes less cumbersome and risky, more money should
start flowing in. For now, though, trading cryptocurrencies
is outside the realm of brokerage accounts.
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